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ABSTRACT

Medkouri, Ismail, M.S., Spring 2018

Geography

Title: Reproduction of Space in the Mountains of Morocco: A Case Study in the Western Rif
Chairperson: Dr. Sarah J. Halvorson

The environmental history of the mountains in Morocco was written under the French colonial
administration; and its revision upon independence was biased toward an Arabist perspective. These
historical narratives significantly influence the study of contemporary spatial phenomena, typically
by undermining the validity of the vernacular mode of production of space. This study (1) reviews
key myths pertaining to the spatial history and transformation in mountainous areas in Morocco;
and (2) analyzes the contemporary mountain settlement of Ain Mediouna, Province of Taounate in
light of a revised environmental narrative. Methods include the following: (1) historical document
analysis; and (2) morphogenetic analysis based on satellite imagery. The historical review indicates
that the vernacular mode of production of space in the mountains of Morocco has evolved, through
millennia of trial-and-error, into a sophisticated environmental planning paradigm aimed at insuring
human security at the local level. The morphogenetic analysis suggests that this vernacular
paradigm and its corollary mode of life are still relevant today as they continue to influence the
production of space in the study site of Ain Mediouna. As such, this case study could be used to
inform spatial policy and land use planning in the area. Rudimentary comparisons in different
culture areas of the mountains suggest that Ain Mediouna is not an isolated case; however, more
empirical research is needed to infer the generality of these observations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
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1.1 Problem
Scholars have deplored an ongoing “crisis of the mountain” in Morocco,1 characterized by
(1) environmental degradation, (2) socioeconomic marginalization, and (3) out-migration. These
phenomena are identified as ‘new’ to mountain space and are mostly ascribed to apolitical causes,
e.g. population growth,2 climate change,3 insufficient state planning,4 or lack of productive capital
investment.5 These explanations underemphasize the political dimension of space. (1) Degradation
is not observed in absolute terms, but in relation to a ‘natural’ precedent which was in actuality
constructed. (2) Marginalization, also, is measured in relation to a particular centre and its
institutions—here the postcolonial nation-state. But groups identified as marginalized from state
institutions could be at the centre of other institutions independent from it, granting them effective
influence on the reproduction of space and society. (3) Finally, migration patterns in the mountains
of Morocco do not amount to a straightforward rural exodus6 (Figure 1). They are involved in long
term social dynamics at the national level that require a broad timescale to comprehend.
The diagnosis of a ‘crisis of the mountain’ fits into a broader historical narrative that has
been dominant since colonial times. In Resurrecting the Granary of Rome: Environmental History
and French Colonial Expansion in North Africa, Diana Davis shows how a new history of the
region was devised by French scholars in the 19th century. The French narrative depicts mountains
as pristine environments where indigenous populations took refuge from the ‘Arabs’ who settled the
plains, in the early Middle Ages. As such, mountains are seen as unfavorable environments, isolated
from civilization, with no rule of law and little sophistication in environmental planning. These
Mohamed Ait Hamza, “Crise De La Montagne Et Formes D'adaptation (Haut Atlas Central, Maroc),” In Pour une nouvelle
perception des montagnes marocaines, ed. Mohamed Ait Hamza and Herbert Popp, (Rabat: Faculté des Lettres et des Sciences
Humaines de Rabat, 2005): 17-24.
1

2 Lahcen

Taiqui, “La Dégradation Écologique Au Rif Marocain: Nécessités D'une Nouvelle Approche,” MEDITERRANEA: Serie de
estudios biológicos (1997): 5-17.
Moulay-Driss El Jihad, “Climate Change and Rural Development in the Middle Atlas Mountains and Fringe Areas (Morocco),”
Journal of Alpine Research, no. [Online] (2016)
Rachid Dahan, Mohamed Boughlala, Rachid Mrabet, Abdelali Laamari, Riad Balaghi, and Lahcen Lajouad, “A Review of Available
Knowledge on Land Degradation in Morocco,” (Aleppo, Syria: International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas,
United States Agency for International Development, Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique, 2012)
Larbi Aziz et Widad Sadok, “Stratégies d’adaptation des producteurs du Safran de Taliouine (Maroc) face au changement
climatique,” Journal of Alpine Research [online], 103-2, (2015, published 9/4/2015, consulted 9/30/2016), URL : http://
rga.revues.org/2820 ; DOI : 10.4000/rga.2820
3

4 Abdellatif

Bencherifa, “L’impact de la Migration Internationale sur le Monde Rural Marocain,” In La Migration Internationale
(Rabat, 1996).
El Jihad, op.cit.
Hein de Haas, “Migration and Development: Lessons from the Moroccan Experience,” In Managing Migration: Maximizing
Development and Well-Being in Sending and Receiving Nations, ed. Jeronimo Cortina and Enrique Ochoa-Reza, (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2013): 10.
5

6

Hein de Haas, “Morocco’s Migration Transition: Trends, Determinants and Future Scenarios,” (2005): 23-4.
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politically constructed assumptions undermine the legitimacy of the vernacular mode of production
of space (including the traditional institutions of environmental governance), and suggest that
remote technocratic intervention is necessary to solve the ‘crisis.’

Figure 1: Areas of Heavy International Migration (deHaas, 2005)
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1.2 Research Questions
The thesis is structured in two parts, guided by the following sets of questions:
(1) First, a review of the environmental history of the mountains in Morocco: How
accurate are the French colonial narrative and the subsequent Arabist postcolonial narrative for
the environmental history of the mountains in Morocco? Specifically: (a) Were mountains
before colonisation merely a refuge for locals? (b) Were they isolated from the civilisations of
the lowlands? (c) Were they truly a land of anarchy, with no laws nor institutions of
governance? (d) Were they actually ‘pristine’ landscapes, with insignificant human alteration?
(2) Second, a case study of a contemporary mountain settlement: How is space being
reproduced today in the settlement of Ain Mediouna in the Rif mountains? Specifically: (a)
How was Ain Mediouna’s space organized before colonization? (b) What has changed in the
political context of space production in the mountains of Morocco? (c) Based on satellite
imagery, can we identify different modes of production of space in Ain Mediouna? And what do
these modes of production of space tell us about the underlying political struggles? (d) How
does the case of Ain Mediouna compare to other mountain settlements in different culture areas
of Morocco?

1.3 Methodological Approach
This study echoes the postdevelopment literature, and especially the works of Arturo
Escobar. In his seminal book Encountering Development, Escobar argues that the idea of
underdevelopment did not stem from an actual backwardness of non-Western civilizations, but was
rather fabricated through the colonial discourse, and perpetuated by a neocolonial discourse. The
former was constructed on the belief that Western Europeans were inherently superior to other
people; the latter was framed in a more politically correct way yet maintained the same premises:
progress is unidirectional with no alternative models than that of the West. This development
discourse was in turn adopted by the westernized elites of the former colonies, whom sought a
complete restructuring of traditional societies through industrialization, urbanization, and the
enforced adoption of so-called modern (but actually Western) education, living standards and
cultural values — at the expense of indigenous language, knowledge, and the ecosystems they
nurtured. The postdevelopment approach stresses (1) the need to adopt a contextual, problem-based
approach in representing and discussing conditions in the post-colonized world, exempt from the
4

assumptions and doctrines of the development discourse; (2) the possibility to think of alternatives
to development, rather than development alternatives; and (3) the importance of indigenous
knowledge and practices in designing these alternatives7 .
This last point converges with the recognition by a growing body of interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary research (including the fields of political ecology, ethnobotany, and environmental
history) of the fact that traditional knowledge is not a stagnant content but a dynamic process based
on empirical data collected by generations of human coexistence with a particular environment.8
Building on the extensive work of Christopher Alexander on the pre-modern ways of building,9;10
Nikos Salingaros11;12 demonstrates how vernacular architecture is not produced out of a fixed set of
practices that are invariably repeated, but is rather generated by an adaptive design process, which
capitalizes on centuries of trial-and-error to find out the most functional configurations in respect to
distinct and dynamic constraints. In contrast with modern functionalism, he does not restrict
function to practical considerations alone, but includes psychological well-being, visual comfort13,
mythology and beliefs — the latter typically involving the safeguarding of nature. He also
recognizes levels of spatial organization and their interconnectedness — a view that contradicts the
modern and postmodern approaches that consider buildings as relatively independent artefacts. An
illustration of such approach transpires in Abderrahmane Chorfi’s major study on the regional
architectures of Morocco,14 where the classification of types is based on the house (its materials,
dimensions, and forms). A larger scale of spatial organization is accounted for by the author15 and

7 Arturo

Escobar, Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World, (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 2012;1995): Preface, xii-xiii.
8

Fikret Berkes, Sacred Ecology, (New York: Routledge, 1999).

Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, Murray Silverstein, Max Jacobson, Ingrid Fiksdahl-King, and Shlomo Angel, A Pattern
Language, (New York: Oxford University Press, Center for Environmental Structure, 1977).
9

10

Christopher Alexander, The Timeless Way of Building, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979).

11

Nikos Salingaros, A Theory of Architecture, (Portland, OR: Sustasis Foundation, 2006).

12

Salingaros, Unified Architectural Theory: Form, Language, Complexity, (Portland, OR: Sustasis Press, 2011).

13

i.e. through volumetric composition, ornament, texture and colors, etc.

14 Abderrahmane

Chorfi, “L'École et les Architectures Régionales,” In Section Architecture pour l'Éducation, ed. UNESCO, (Paris:
Banque Africaine de Développement, 2000).
Chorfi, “Les Architectures Régionales Du Centre-Sud, Étude Typologique et Recommandations,” edited by Direction de
l'Urbanisme et de l’Architecture, (Rabat, 1991).
15
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his collaborators16 ;17;18 ; however it is presented as a rudimentary arrangement, mostly collateral to
the house morphology and physical constraints. Salingaros’s view calls for a broader definition of
architecture, as a trans-scalar system of conceptual tools, or patterns, which comprehensively
govern the construction of the environment. This design process stems from the environment itself,
which sets constraints (e.g. topography, climate, resources) and provides contextual models of
adaptive systems (i.e. from the pre-existing ecosystems), and is given orientations by the biological
predispositions and the mythological, political, cultural choices of the community.
Salingaros’ Unified Theory of Architecture is akin to Carl Sauer’s approach to landscape
morphology,19 in that it looks at cultural landscapes as a social-ecological system, generated by ‘coevolution’ of nature and people. Marvin Mikesell (who was Sauer’s student at the Berkeley School
of Geography) engaged in the genetic study of the landscapes of the Rif in Northern Morocco: A
Cultural Geography, and was able to recognize some of the patterns of landscapes in relation to
geographical influences, and to demonstrate the social and ecological functions of some aspects of
settlement morphology.20 His work provided groundbreaking insight on the origins of mountain
landscapes in Morocco,21 although his leads were never picked up by Moroccan scholarship
(probably because it was never translated from English). One related tradition that survived the
quantitative revolution in the field of geography is that of Conzenian urban morphology.22 Under
the influence of Otto Schlüter, who saw settlements as an organic part of a larger landshaft,23
M.R.G. Conzen designed a morphogenetic method of town-analysis24 ;25 which sought to reconstruct
Mohamed Benelkhadir and Abderrafih Lahbabi, “Architectures Régionales, Un Parcours À Travers Le Nord Marocain,” edited by
Direction de l'Urbanisme et de l’Architecture, (Rabat, 1989).
16

17 Abdelmoumen

Benabdeljalil, "Architectures Régionales, Région Du Centre, Rapport De Synthèse et Recommandations
Générales,” edited by Direction de l'Urbanisme et de l’Architecture, (Rabat, 1990).
Moulay M’Hamed Kerrim, "Architectures Régionales, Région Économique Du Sud,” edited by Direction de l'Urbanisme et de
l’Architecture, (Rabat, 1997).
18

19

Carl Sauer, "The Morphology of Landscape,” University of California Publications in Geography 2, no. 2 (1925): 19-54.

Marvin Mikesell, Northern Morocco. A Cultural Geography, University of California Publications in Geography, Vol. XIV,
(Berkley: University of California Press, 1961).
20

Ismail Medkouri and Salma Zerkaoui, “Paysages vernaculaires du Rif occidental: Origines et perspectives,” in M. Mezzine, Jbala:
peuplement, langue et ruralité, (Fez: Targa AIDE, 2018).
21

22 Anne

Vernez Moudon, "Urban Morphology as an Emerging Interdisciplinary Field,” In Urban Morphology, edited by University of
Washington, (Seattle, WA: International Seminar on Urban Form, 1997).
Jeremy Whitehand, "Conzenian Urban Morphology and Urban Landscapes,” Paper presented at the 6th International Space Syntax
Symposium, (Istanbul, 2007).
23

M.R.G. Conzen, "Alnwick, Northumberland: A Study in Town-Plan Analysis,” In Institute of British Geographers Publication 27,
edited by George Philip, (London, 1960).
24

Conzen, "The Plan Analysis of an English City Centre,” In The Urban Landscape: Historic Development and Management, Papers
by M.R.G. Conzen, edited by Jeremy W. R. Whitehand, (London: 1981).
25
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the historical process of townscape formation based on cartographic representation of current land
use patterns. Similar methods can be used to study rural landscapes as well,26 while recent progress
in remote sensing allows for valuable insight when combined with reliable ground-proofing and
relevant historical research.27
The most widely accepted narrative on the historical construction of Moroccan landscapes
was established by French scholars (and politicians) during the colonial era. This narrative relates a
view of sustained environmental degradation (or désertification) at the hands of native populations
since the fall of Rome.28;29 In Resurrecting the Granary of Rome,30 Diana Davis challenges this
narrative by contrasting it with empirical data, and shows that arid zones31 are special ecological
settings, and their ‘productivity’ and ‘health’ cannot be assessed in the same way that Western
environments have been and are studied. Moroccan historian Abdallah Laroui had made the same
claim in Mujmal Tarikh al-Maghrib,32 though less empirical evidence was available at the time. A
synthesis of the wide range of evidence now accessible actually suggests a sensible and gradual
enhancement of mountain landscapes in Morocco by locals.33;34 Deeper settlement of the mountains
might have been stimulated by the introduction of Asian techniques of terracing and irrigation,
adapted to the intense diversity of ecological niches generated by the orography. Local ecological
knowledges continuously evolved, informing new settlement locations, and allowing for the
selection and introduction of species and techniques highly adapted to local niches and
environmental change over time.35 But many contemporary studies still pursue an apolitical
ecology, and explain the environmental and socio-economic ‘crisis of the mountain’36 by invoking
26

Sauer op.cit. ; Mikesell op.cit.

Salma Zerkaoui, "Towards a Sustainable Planning of Rural Territories: Case of Ain Mediouna, Northwestern Morocco,” Thesis at
the École Nationale d’Architecture (Rabat: 2016).
27

28

Stéphane Gsell, Histoire Ancienne De L'afrique Du Nord, Vol. I, (Paris: Librairie Hachette, 1913).

29

Luis Emberger, Aperçu Général Sur La Végétation Du Maroc, (Rabat: DRA-Station de Phyto-Ecologie, 1939).

Diana Davis, Resurrecting the Granary of Rome: Environmental History and French Colonial Expansion in North Africa (Athens,
OH: Ohio University Press, 2007).
30

31

Davis, The Arid Lands: History, Power, Knowledge, (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2016).

32 Abdallah
33

Laroui, Mujmal Tarikh Al-Maghrib, (Casablanca: Arabic Cultural Institute, 2012;1970).

Davis, Resurrecting the Granary of Rome…

34 Aziz

Ballouche, “Contribution à l’histoire récente de la végétation du Bas-Loukkos (Province de Larache, Maroc),” Physiogéo, no.
7, (2013): 67-82.
John McNeill, The Mountains of the Mediterranean World: An Environmental History (1992; repr. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2002): 56-73.
35

36 Ait

Hamza, 2005
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Malthusian models of population growth37 and the French colonial narrative of desertification,38
thereby underemphasizing the profound impacts of market integration,39 institutionalization40;41 ;42
and urbanization43 on vernacular social-ecological structures. As it happens, environmental
degradation, socio-economic marginalization, and out-migration, have been concurrent to landscape
change,44;45;46 and their interrelationship remains to be explored in detail.
The production of space is political,47 ;48 in the way that spatial patterns have profound
implications on the production and reproduction of society (and, in turn, space again). It is at the
center of the power struggle between the direct actors of its production at the local level, but also
the vessel of hidden interests at the regional, national and global levels. The ongoing transformation
of landscapes in the mountains of Morocco is no different.49 Landscape change is fueled by the
conflicting worldviews, imaginaries and interests of stakeholders (i.e., the state, the capital, and the
locals), although the leading trend is often presented as a necessary counterpart to economic and
social ‘development.’50 In The Archeology of Knowledge, Michel Foucault51 argues that what we
accept as truth is in fact a social construction, produced by a combination of politically motivated
discourses, and which can be historically traced back to their origins (and hidden interests). This
method enables us to expose the ideology behind procedures and models that are presented as
scientific and apolitical, and thus to examine them for what they are. The approach of political
37

Taiqui, 1997

38

El Jihad, 2016

39

McNeill, 1992

40

Ivan Illich, Deschooling Society (Marion Boyars, 1970).

41

Wolfgang Sachs, ed., The Development Dictionary. A Guide to Knowledge as Power (London: Zed Books, 1992).

42

Escobar, 1995

David Harvey, The Urbanization of Capital, Studies in the History and Theory of Capitalist Urbanization (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1985).
43

44 Andreas

Kagermeier, "Décentralisation et Réorganisation des Espaces Administratifs au Maroc,” In Le Maroc: Espace Et Société,
edited by A. Bencherifa and H. Popp, (Passau: Passavia Universitätsverlag, 1989): 115-24.
Taoufik Agoumy and Mohamed Tamim, "Migration, Networks and Territories in the Ouneine Valley, High Atlas, Morocco,”
Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 35, no. 10 (2009): 1679-97.
45

46

de Haas, 2013

47

Henri Lefebvre, La Production de l’Espace (Paris: Anthropos, 1974).

48

Harvey, 1985

49

de Haas, 2013

50

Sachs, 1992

51

Michel Foucault, L'archéologie Du Savoir (Paris: Gallimard, 1969).
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ecology, which I follow in this study, similarly works at “illustrating the political dimensions of
environmental narratives and in deconstructing particular narratives to suggest that accepted ideas
of degradation and deterioration may not be simple linear trends that tend to predominate.”52

1.4 Methods and Data
Historical Research
Chapter 2 relies on the analysis of historical documents that make mention of
environmental features in the mountains of Morocco. They are written sources that span from the
Middle Ages through the Modern period, in Arabic, French and English. The documents
importantly include travelogues (al-Bakrī 1094, Mouliéras 1899), anthropological studies (e.g.,
Coon 1901, Montagne 1931), geographical studies (e.g. Mikesell 1961), ibn Khaldūn’s sociological
treatise (1406), and its translation by Baron de Slane (1852). Other primary sources used include
palynological and archeological studies, which results are compared with documentary sources and
analyzed against the colonial-then-postcolonial historical narrative. Secondary and tertiary sources
that are contemporary are also discussed, from the fields of environmental history, geography and
architecture.
Historical data is used in Chapter 3 to make sense of precolonial space and the vernacular
mode of production. This allows for the identification of some landscape features as parts of a
comprehensive, previously functional system; rather than standalone features that might appear in
today’s landscape as useless or random. Historical research has occupied most of my two academic
years at the University of Montana (2016-2018), and is fundamental in informing contemporary
spatial analysis. It is used to question four historical myths about the mountains in Morocco as
identified above, thus contributing to answer the first research question: How accurate is the
accepted environmental history narrative about the mountains of Morocco?
Morphogenetic Analysis
Chapter 3 is a case study of one mountain settlement using a method of spatial analysis
coined morphogenetic method by M.R.G. Conzen. The original method was based on cartographies
of field surveys and historical data, and was exclusive to the study of urban settings. Here, this
approach is adapted to the use of satellite imagery, and the study of a rural settlement. Key features
P. Stott and S. Sullivan, eds., Political Ecology: Science, Myth and Power (London: Arnold, 2000); cited in Paul Robbins, ed.
Political Ecology: A Critical Introduction, Critical Introductions to Geography (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012): 16.
52

9
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of the space of Ain Mediouna are distinctly observable on satellite imagery: vegetation cover, roads,
and buildings. More specifically, modern constructions can be distinguished from the vernacular
based on the characteristics of their respective roofs. The former are flat with a high reflectance, the
latter pitched roofs are traditionally made of tiles, but are often now covered in metal plates. The
specific insight provided by satellite imagery is the ability to recognize ‘form complexes’ which can
be described as associations of buildings, streets and land uses following a distinguished pattern.
The patterns themselves suggest that they were produced by similar processes. These form
complexes can be used to understand the different modes of production of space in play in Ain
Mediouna, and potentially beyond.
For additional accuracy, a CAD survey of roads, buildings types, waterways and
topography conducted by the Commune of Ain Mediouna was superimposed onto the satellite
image. The original geographical reference of the image from Google Earth (WGS 84, modified)
was maintained since it is the primary source of feature extraction, and allows for ready
comparisons with other settlements in Google Earth. The CAD survey was corrected and completed
based on field observations, and georeferenced to match the satellite image using a secondary
polynomial transformation on QGIS 3.0. Digitization of spatial features was performed in an image
processing software (Pixelmator 3.7) using vector shapes. The image used for the analysis of Ain
Mediouna is an export from Google Earth Pro at a resolution of 4,800 by 4,800 pixels and eye
altitude of 2,000 meters. The the framing encompasses all hamlets that are officially part of the
Commune of Ain Mediouna, in addition to the hamlet of Ain Ghmari for its proximity. The shot is
from 2014, as it was the most recent one available at the time of our field survey, in 2016. Much
virtual exploration took place in Google Maps’ online portal, which is a more accessible tool than
Google Earth Pro; and on the Liquid Galaxy station housed in the Department of Geography at the
University of Montana. The immersive experience of the Liquid Galaxy (deceivingly) makes me
feel like I have scoured all of the mountains in Morocco.
Maps showing particular features of space extracted from the satellite image (e.g.,
construction materials, circulation network, facilities) are used to assert the correlation that exists
between these features. The correlation of features recognized to have been produced after
colonization (using historical research) with other features thus allows us to better understand the
motivations behind their production. This analysis contributes to answer the second research
question: How is space being reproduced today in Ain Mediouna?
11

1.5 Positionality
According to the 2014 census, Morocco has a population of about 34 million. It is worth
noting that this number corresponds to only 7.3 million households, as the household size averages
4.6. The official census sets the urbanization rate in Morocco at 60%, but even micro-urban centers
of 5,000 people are sometimes considered urban.53 This rendering gives the deceiving impression of
a rural exodus happening in Morocco, while a significant share of migration is happening within
rural areas.54 From national statistics, gender parity is not significantly different in areas deemed
rural versus urban. Women make up 49.6% of the total rural population, and 50.5% of the urban
population. At the local level in Ain Mediouna, women make up 51.9% of the population.
Context
Morocco is a particularly diverse country in terms of ethnocultural groups. There is no
typical Moroccan physiognomy, and physical features span from white, blond hair and green or blue
eyes to black skin, dark hair and dark eyes; with all imaginable degrees in between. Different ethnic
groups, or tribes, are associated with particular regions, and share particular languages, cultural
values and practices. The combination of appearance and behaviors generally informs from where a
person originates or resides. Pre-colonial cities mostly still fall within this framework, with a
second level of behavioural identity added to one’s original tribal identity; but colonial metropolises
(such as Casablanca, Rabat, and Kenitra) are much more normalizing in terms of language and
social practice.
I was born and raised in Rabat, and there is no escaping being identified as such. The fact
that my wife was accompanying me won me the trust and respect of locals, as a young male
wandering alone through the Rif mountains would be assumed to be looking to buy cannabis. Partly
thanks to that, we were invited to many homes for tea and conversation. We dressed in casual
Western sportswear. I wore a short beard, which in Morocco is denoting a relative religious concern.
My wife wore a veil, which is not especially connoted outside of elite circles but does suggest a
certain respect for traditions. These last elements might have facilitated my access to women, who
were our main source of information. During our stay with a family in Ain Barda, one of the women

The village of Ain Aicha, population 5,672, is considered urban, while the Commune of Ain Mediouna, population 15,770, is
considered rural. I contacted by email the Haut-Commissariat au Plan for clarification as to how they classify settlements into urban
or rural but they were enable to provide me with a straightforward explanation.
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members identified me with her son, a male of my age studying in the city and holding the same
forename as me, and who reportedly looked just like me. I believe this might have had the effect of
picturing me as a child and an “insider,” and on these grounds I was for example allowed to attend a
gathering of the village’s women.
Neither me nor my wife speak any dialect of Amazigh, which was the native language in
the Maghreb prior to Arab influence. This was an important limitation to our field work, because in
some mountain villages in the High-Atlas and Anti-Atlas we found that most people only speak
Amazigh. According to the official 2014 census, less than 20% of the rural population in Morocco
does not speak “Moroccan Arabic” or Darija.55 The census however does not specify wether the
82.7% that “speak” Darija use it as their primary language or not; although it does mention that the
usage is not exclusive. The census breaks up Amazigh speakers in rural Morocco according to the
main national variants into three categories of non-exclusive speakers: 18.2% speaking Tachelhit,
12.2% speaking Tamazight and 4.4% speaking Tarifit. This way of presenting it may be
underemphasizing the importance of the Amazigh language in Morocco. Still, the numbers remain
significant. This is another reason why we have focused our preliminary field work on the western
Rif, where people speak Djebli, a regional variant of Darija.
Field Acquaintance
Growing up in Morocco I have spent a lot of time in its mountains, especially the western
Rif where my family originates from. This early familiarity with mountain landscapes was very
useful in my subsequent academic exploration, especially during my training at the École Nationale
d’Architecture of Rabat (2011-2015) during which I engaged in several instructional trips through
and to the mountains.
For the purpose of this study in particular, I visited Ain Mediouna three times in 2016,
spending most of the day there. I spent hours walking its streets, examining architectural features,
and engaging locals. I gladly entered the homes and estates where I was invited, and scrupulously at
all the elements of material culture I was allowed access to. I have taken many pictures, but only in
public spaces where no one felt targeted, and never with a professional camera to avoid suspicion. I
have not taken any notes while on the field either. The objective was to get a sense of the space—
the kind of sense that cannot be derived from satellite imagery or survey maps.
Kingdom of Morocco, Haut-Commissariat au Plan, Recensement Général de la Population et de l'Habitat 2014, 2018, https://
rgph2014.hcp.ma, accessed on June 8, 2018.
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The General Secretary at the Commune of Ain Mediouna kindly provided us with a CAD
survey of roads, buildings, waterways, and other landscape features not as systematically surveyed
(e.g. terraces, wells, ditches). They also shared a copy of the Plan d’Aménagement (development
plan) for the Commune, which was devised by the Urban Agency way there in Taza. These
documents have been used in the analysis in ways detailed in Chapter 3. I had the opportunity to
interview (informally) the Governor of the Province of Taounate, with whom we discussed
landscape change in the region and traditional architectural practices. I also interviewed the General
Secretary at the Commune of Ain Mediouna about the development plan and the constraints of its
implementation. These interviews were not recorded nor transcribed, and I do not use them as direct
sources for this study. But they do inform this study in important ways.
Finally, in 2016 my wife and I spent 3 days and nights in a local household of Ain Barda,
a smaller settlement near Ain Mediouna. There we visited the surrounding tribal lands recently
recovered by the local association of Ain Barda, and spent much time at home witnessing the daily
activities of women (e.g., housekeeping, childcare and social gatherings inside and outside).
Training and Collaboration
I was trained as an architect, and had just graduated at the time when field work was
conducted. The only working experience I had is from working at architecture practices in Rabat,
intermittently from 2012 to 2015, on the design of urban buildings. I also participated in 2012 in a
workshop organized by the University of Cagliari in Figuig on the different traditional techniques of
clay building.
We first got interested in the Ain Barda during a workshop organized conjointly by the
École Nationale d’Architecture and the Agence Urbaine de Taza in 2015. The object of this
workshop was for the graduate students of Dr. Hassan Radoine and Dr. Iman Benkirane to propose a
development plan for the settlement. My wife was one of the students, while I was Dr. Radoine’s
teaching assistant. Dr. Radoine is himself originally from the village of Ain Mediouna, with his
family still living there, and was as such able to connect us with the President of the Commune and
other functionaries. In the course of her work on Ain Mediouna56, my wife contacted by email the
Centre d’Étude et de Recherche Interdisciplinaire sur les Jbala, a working group based at the
University of Fez focusing on the populations of the western Rif mountains. She was answered by
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ethnologist Jacques Vignet-Zunz, who has been our collaborator since then57 and has traveled with
us to the study area. Dr. Vignet-Zunz helped to facilitate our interview with the Governor of
Taounate, who then commissioned us to design a plan for the rehabilitation of a 400 year-old
mosque in Ain Barda, as well as a guest house using local traditional building techniques and style.
The Governor’s office then contacted the local association of Ain Barda to introduce us to the
community and the history of the village, and it is at the invitation of the President of the
association that we were able to stay at his father’s house for three days. We have grown to be good
friends with a few members of this family, and we are regularly in contact with them in regards to
our research.
Funding and Interests
This study is conveyed here in this thesis, which has been prepared in partial fulfillment
for a Masters of Science in Geography at the University of Montana, a public research university
located in Missoula, Montana, U.S.A. During the two year program, I was not able to visit the study
site in Morocco.. My tuition fees and life expenses have been entirely funded by the MoroccanAmerican Commission for Educational and Cultural Exchange under the Fulbright Program, and
my contract holds no clause whatsoever on the content or orientation of my research. Preliminary
fieldwork was self-funded through independent work and family contributions. I am not affiliated
with any of the actors of the ongoing transformation of mountain landscapes. I have no personal,
familial or network interests in the study area that could potentially sway my conclusions, neither
through property rights nor business shares. I have, nonetheless, grown quite fond of the people in
the mountains of Morocco, which I am sure is substantially influencing my judgement.

1.6 Significance
As I hope to show in this study, the reproduction of space in the mountains of Morocco is
at least partly directed by a planning paradigm that was introduced by France under colonization. As
such, this paradigm was devised to serve the interests of the colonial regime and not that of the
indigènes—least of all mountain denizens. It is only legitimate that the spatial policy of the
postcolonial state should be now reexamined in light of the interests of the actual stakeholders. The
colonial-then-postcolonial spatial paradigm is also importantly grounded in environmental
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narratives that are now being challenged by a growing body of empirical evidence.58 It was coined
in a context of superficial understanding of local ecological knowledge,59 and virtually no respect
for indigenous practices on the basis of a euro-centric view of progress.60 As Morocco is in the
process of recognizing the various ethnocultural components of its identity since the constitution of
2012,61 local environmental knowledge should be systematically integrated in spatial policy.
Secondly, today still Moroccans who do not speak either Arabic or French are de facto
marginalized from the political and academic arenas. Post independence, the Arabization policy has
not only failed to replace French as the language of public administration and education, it has in
fact introduced a new language barrier to the majority population that speaks either Amazigh or
“Moroccan Arabic” (which is practically foreign to Modern Standard Arabic). This is especially true
in the mountains, which concentrate the majority of Amazigh speakers, but are also more generally
marginal to the colonial-then-postcolonial metropolises that concentrate political power and capital
(e.g., Casablanca and Rabat). Spatial policy should be questioned as to whose interests it serves
within Morocco, and how it impacts different groups according to their ethnocultural affiliation,
capital, property rights, education level or gender.
To the final point I might not be able contribute enough given the limitations of the
current study, except by stressing the vast impact of the reproduction of space on the reproduction
of society. The population geography of Morocco has shifted drastically in the past fifty years, and
with it the ‘traditional’ economic balance of the country has also shifted. Particularly in the
mountains, we have gone from self-sustained hamlets scattered throughout62;63 to micro-urban
centers of five to fifty thousand inhabitants dependent on the lowlands for food, energy and jobs.64
The resulting economic insecurity is thus increasingly exported to rural frontiers, and in my opinion
constitutes a threat to national stability. One illustration of that is the recent uprisal in urban centers
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bordering the Rif mountains such as Al Hoceima, where most inhabitants are first- or secondgeneration rural migrants.65
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CHAPTER 2
A R E V I E W O F M O U N TA I N L A N D S C A P E H I S T O R Y
IN MOROCCO

The French colonial mythology of North Africa told a story of inevitable collapse due to locals’
way of life.66 Later, the postcolonial narrative that sought to replace it in Morocco focused on
restoring the dignity of Arab identity, with which the Arabophone urban elite identified.67 Whether
the latter’s efforts were politically interested is up to discussion, but they still failed to integrate a
genuine interpretation of ‘profane’ life in Morocco. The history of Morocco outside its cities and
surrounding lowlands is reduced to ssiba,68 “anarchy.” The mountains are marginal to civilization.
Like the French colonists, the ‘Arab’ elite was content to invent a dramatic chronicle connecting the
grand events of history to its advantage.69 The arabist History of Morocco starts in 698 CE, when
al-Maghrib al-Aqsa70 was discovered by Arabs. But as Alan Mikhail introduces a collection on
environmental histories of the Middle-East and North Africa, “[t]he facade of […] predictably
ahistorical overarching explanations inevitably fracture when one begins to look for the details
holding them together.”71 Reading between the lines of the accepted historiography, mountains
appear as highly developed human ecosystems, with custom institutions of environmental
governance and a purposeful mode of production of space. Furthermore, the role of mountains
arises as paramount to cultural reproduction in Morocco. This chapter discusses four related myths72
about mountains in light of historical evidence: (1) that mountains were and are unfavorable
environments where settled those who had no other choice; (2) that mountains were ethnically and
culturally isolated from the plains; (3) that mountains have been a realm of backwardness,
lawlessness and chaos; and (4) that mountains are wild, untamed environments, where people lived
in primitive structures. These myths are relevant to the production of space in the mountains today,
because they warrant the need to replace the vernacular environmental paradigm with a supposedly
better one.
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2.1 The Sanctuary Fallacy
• Myth 1: ‘Mountains were (and still are) unfavorable environments where settled only those
who had no other choice.’
The myth of mountains in the Maghreb being only inhabited for the lack of a better alternative
was already established for French scholars by the time Morocco became a protectorate in 1912.
They had only to transpose the case made for Algeria, as geographer Jules Blache illustrates in
1921: “It is commonly known that the Algerian mountains have served time and again as a refuge
for the Berber populations. […] The Moroccan mountains, broader and with higher relief, have
likewise afforded refuge for ancient populations.”73 The narrative is consistent with that of Arabs
“rush[ing] for [North] Africa like a swarm of locusts, damaging and destroying all that was on their
path”74 — thus forcing the natives to find refuge in the highlands. Le Baron de Slane is often
lambasted for imputing the latter quote to Ibn Khaldun. He was actually bold enough to
acknowledge his meddling with the original text; in the preface to his translation of al-Muqaddimah
he writes: “the duty of a translator is not limited to the exact reproduction of the stated ideas [...]: it
must rectify the author's errors…” This kind of enlightened interference with historical evidence,
usually promoted by colonial interests,75 was perpetuated even after independence in 1956 through
different kinds of Eurocentrism.
Finding Water on Sand
In 1969, population geographer Daniel Noin put it this way: “The mountainous regions of
Morocco form a much less favored domain than the plains. No doubt, they receive more abundant
rainfall and benefit from a shorter and less pronounced dry season, [but] conversely, they offer only
limited arable land.”76 Noin’s explanation assumed, according to the general premise in western
Europe at that time, that the most effective land use was intensive agriculture. This perception built
on the keystone of colonial mythology in North Africa: that it had been “the granary of Rome,” but
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was ‘desertified’ to the current state because of locals’ mismanagement.77 But the arid and semi-arid
climates typical today have been so for the past 3000 years78 . Rainfall is not only scarce, it is also
inconsistent,79 thus making rain-fed agriculture highly hazardous. That is why in both mountains80
and plains81 people have historically been subsisting off complementary land uses. Even Noin’s
assertion that mountains receive more abundant rainfall than the plains is not generally verified in
Morocco. The northwestern plains of the Gharb have an average annual rainfall of up to 700mm,
while the eastern Rif and most of the Anti-Atlas is lower than 400mm.82 Still the mountains have
typically been more densely populated, even in these particular areas where rainfall is so low.83 That
is because mountains benefit from upland access to surface water and year-long access to aquifers,
thus allowing for more reliable cultivation through irrigation, and less reliance pastoralism. In most
of the lowlands, people had to rely solely on extensive nomadic pastoralism. In 1988, Abdellatif
Bencherifa had already offered a similar argument, but after three decades the “sanctuary
fallacy” (as he put it) is still assumed,84 and seemingly continues to influence the interpretation of
novel empirical evidence.85
The quest to finding water on sand in Morocco did not only motivate highlanders to settle
where they did; it also incited lowlanders to settle near the mountains to take advantage of the
moisture they condense in the form of rain and surface water. Empirical data suggests a strong
correlation between water access and settlement in Morocco.86 Historically, urbanization typically
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happened at the foot of mountains: Fez, between the Rif and the Middle-Atlas, overseeing the
irrigation of the most fertile area of Morocco; Marrakech, below the High Atlas, from where water
was conducted all the way to the Menara basin to irrigate the palm grove; Sijilmassa, east of the
High Atlas along the Ziz river; and also Nekkor, Tangier, and Agadir.
Passes Through the Mountains
Other comparative advantages of the mountains emerge specifically when (what we commonly
refer to as) civilization prospers in the plains. They held resources of strategic value to statecraft,
such as metals and timber. Pollen and geochemical records in the Middle-Atlas show that lead,
copper, and zinc were mined during the Roman colonial period, with that exploitation ending
specifically at the close of their rule.87 al-Bakrī mentions that about a thousand years ago, an “old
mine of silver [of] abundant content” existed in the High-Atlas;88 and that nearby in the valley of
Souss copper was cast and exported.89 The forests of the Rif and the Middle-Atlas have been

supplying the early capital of the Moroccan kingdom, Fez. From there timber was thereafter
exported to other locations.90 Mountain wood was used for construction, and thus urbanization
prospered most near its source. Many mountain regions specialized early on in the provision of
other strategic commodities. Sugar cane was cultivated at an industrial scale in the Anti-Atlas, from
the 9th to the 17th century. al-Bakrī writes that there is “a large river with numerous dates [or fruits]
and sugar canes, and from there is transported sugar to all countries of the Occident.”91 Then a
luxury commodity, sugar was highly valued by the state to barter against weapons.92 Olive oil was
produced for commercial purposes in the Rif for the last thousand years.93 At the time it was not
only a staple food but also used to light torches. These features presumably contributed to position
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mountains at the core of trade routes in the region, thus fashioning the very economic structure of
pre-colonial Morocco (Figure 1).94 This structure allowed for the emergence of more specialized
productions taking advantage of that extended market: a famous breed of horses was raised by one
tribe in the Rif, with such success that it was exported to Spain;95 one particular mountain on the
road from Fez to Tetouan is renown for providing medicinal plants, with a notable settlement
nearby;96 and the health benefits of the Argan oil produced in the valley of Souss were already
recognized by the 11th century.97
Sacred Heights
Whatever may be the rational incentives for inhabiting the highlands, immaterial aspects of
mountain life might have been the most attractive. Soaring from the very seashore to monumental
heights with a karstic ‘linescape,’ the mountains of the Mediterranean are quite the dramatic setting.
In Antiquity, the name Atlas was reserved for the most magnificent of mounts, the column that
supports the vault of heaven — the honor of which kept moving from Arcadia to Italy to the
Caucasus, but ultimately settled on the mountains of Morocco at the maturity of Greek geography.98
If their aura reached that far, they have intrigued locals even more: mountains have been, in
Morocco as elsewhere around the world,99 sacred heights. Mountainscapes are scattered with tiny
(and less tiny) cupola under which saints are buried, and near which settlements have flourished.
Around every mausoleum is a lush garden where exotic trees and bushes thrive — there people go
to hang-out with friends or to meditate. Incidentally, Louis Emberger100 and others after him101 used
these gardens to reconstruct the fabled wilderness of old, assuming that they had been left
untouched for their sacrality. But this was an unfounded interpretation of the relationship between
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Islam and nature,102 and in Morocco the sacred is never left bare: the gardens were purposefully
designed and continuously maintained for centuries.103 A thousand years ago al-Bakrī mentions
numerous tombs throughout the mountains already. In 1899, the French missionary Auguste
Mouliéras describes how in the western Rif people revere the local saint, imputing their blessings to
his influence. For example, in Sidi Es-Sunni, “when the fruit crops are beautiful, and they are
almost permanently in this rich country, we honor the saint, we burn incense and perfumes under his
dome, we give many charity celebrations around his tomb.”104 The fact that place-names in the
mountains are often names of local saints might also indicate the anteriority of tombs to settlements.
Thousands of saints are kept alive to this day by people’s beliefs; protecting them, inspiring them,
and literally, providing them — for they draw crowds of pilgrims and tourists. In Moulay Idriss
Zerhoun this remains the primary source of income for locals. Mouliéras accounts that this
phenomenon was not unique before colonization, as he writes that the tomb of Moulay Bouchta for
example, in the western Rif, is “almost as venerated and renown as that of Moulay Idriss,” and that
“many pilgrims are constantly making their way to his tomb,”105 i.e. not only at the time of the
festival. He notes many similarly attractive locations throughout the Moroccan highlands.

2.2 Berbers and Arabs
• Myth 2: Mountains were (and still are) ethnically and and culturally isolated from the lowlands
i.e. the City.
The French policy of judiciary and educational segregation between bled el-makhzen, “the land
of state,” and bled es-siba,106 “the land of anarchy,” further contributed to alienation between the
inhabitants of mountains and plains.107 French scholars thought that mountain folk, most of whom
where not Arabophone, were ethnically close to Europeans and thus prone to be Christianized, and
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ultimately their allies against their common enemy the Arabs.108 This political project is clearly
consistent with the story of the Arab ‘Hilalian invasion’ mentioned before, but it is not clear which
of the two myths influenced the other. Moroccan historian Abdellah Laroui writes with emotion
about the courage his professor Charles-André Julien109 must have had to write in 1931 a History of
North Africa that went against the officially approved narrative. His mistake was put right by a
second edition revised by Courtois and Le Tourneau, which is arguably an altogether different book.
Diana Davis similarly describes how historical hypotheses that did not align with the colonial
project were marginalized.110 In reality, and as had argued Julien, Camps,111 Lacoste,112 Poncet,113
and probably many other silenced voices, the inhabitants of the plains in Morocco are more
‘berberized’ than they know, and the two realms of mountains and plains have certainly not been
isolated from one another.
The ‘Berbers’ who Founded the ‘Arab’ State
The history of Morocco is quite unique within the dynamics of early Islamic expansion. The
formal integration of the region to the Caliphate in the early 8th century is not an actual one:114 Arab
control basically inherits from the lands previously administered by the Byzantines — the northern
plains in the triangle between Tangiers, Volubilis (near Fez) and Sala (near Rabat). The governor of
the Maghreb, Musa bin Nusayr, is keen to conquer Iberia, and offers incentives for the native
Imazighen to join his army. He appoints an indigenous convert to Islam, Tariq ibn Ziyad, as
governor of Tangiers. Many more Imazighen are promoted to the Arabophone urban bourgeoisie as
they enter the new religion — hardly a leap of faith, as by then most of North Africa’s population
practiced some form of monotheism.115 The bulk of the army that crossed to Iberia in 711 was made
of Imazighen, fighting behind Tariq, and sharing in the bounty and glory of their conquest116 — an
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early hint at the de facto autonomy of Morocco from the Caliphate, which becomes official by the
end of the century. Thus the so-called ‘Arab’ state of the plains, precursor of bled el-makhzen, was
from the beginning highly ‘berberized.’ The actual Arabs had only used Morocco as a stage on their
way to Iberia, where most Arabs eventually settled. Native Imazighen were not displaced in any
way, but rather strategically undertook the Muslim/Arabophone religious and linguistic identities to
achieve political sovereignty. In the words of Allal el-Fassi, emblematic figure of Moroccan
nationalism, “their hearts opened to the call of Islam because they saw in it a means of national
liberation and territorial independence, along with a warranty against any servitude,”117 be it that of
northern or eastern Mediterraneans. The Moroccan nation they founded remained Imazighen in
many aspects, and fostered a distinct Maghrebi ‘Arab’ culture that was (and still is) fundamentally
‘berberized.’
Imaginary Ethnocultural Divide
Ethnically, Moroccans of the plains casually define themselves as Arabs, when both historical
and genetic evidence suggest otherwise. I previously only eluded to the controversy over the
‘Hilalian invasion,’ but suffice to say that these Arabs tribes who moved during the 13th century
from Egypt westward to progressively settle throughout modern Lybia, Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco, have been estimated to number between 50,000118 and 200,000119 total. Such numbers
cannot significantly have altered the ethnic composition of North Africa as a whole, especially
considering that many of them were assimilated into existing native tribes.120 They were also
typically employed as mercenaries to fight local wars on all sides121, a habit that must have
considerably reduced their numbers. Genetic studies provide more convincing evidence that
contemporary Moroccans, including the Arabophones, have little genetic input from Arabs and are
basically as Berber as the Amazighophones of the mountains.122 The question of language, which is
at the crux of ethnocultural conflicts today, actually confirms that ‘Berber’ and ‘Arab’ cultural
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identities are closely related. The fact is clear for any actual Arab when challenged to get the
slightest clue of what Moroccans are saying. The common tongue in Morocco borrows so much
from Tamazight grammar that it is impossible for a native Arabic-speaker to understand it — even
though the vocabulary is indeed Arabic. Only a few studies to date have examined the contribution
of Tamazight to the common Moroccan dialect, but they all support this view.123 More research on
this relationship would provide welcome insights into the differentiation of Moroccan culture from
other North African cultures.
Population Dynamics
Population in the lowlands was periodically decimated by war or plague or drought or a
combination of the former. The highlands, on the order hand, were kept relatively out of reach of
military campaigns and malaria124 due to the topography; and it was documented that they were also
less vulnerable to famines.125 Demographic balance has consistently been maintained by highland to
lowland migration (and occasionally lowland to highland). The most documented mass migration
was that of the 18th and 19th century, from overcrowded mountains to a relatively stable state after
the death of the Alawid Sultan Ismail (1672-1727), who allegedly sentenced 30,000 citizens to
death during his reign. These population dynamics, combined with the more routine seasonal and
circular migration patterns that existed rural-to-rural and rural-to-suburban for labor126, kept the
realms of mountains and plains up-to-date with civilizational advancements. They also sustained
periodic and continuous ethnic and cultural input from the mountains to the plains and vice-versa,
consistent with the aforementioned results of genetic studies.
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2.3 The Land of Anarchy
• Myth 3: Mountains were (and still are) a realm of backwardness, lawlessness and chaos.
Bled es-siba is typically translated to “the land of anarchy” — which is probably the most
accurate translation but does not capture all the connotations it holds in the Moroccan common
tongue. Es-siba in Morocco has none of the positive connotations of anarchy as a political ideal and
all of the negative connotations of the English word and more.127 It refers indeed to “a state of
disorder due to absence or nonrecognition of authority,”128 and is further associated with
mismanagement of natural resources and landscape degradation.129 In The Art of Not Being
Governed, James Scott describes a comparably charged perception of the highlands of Zomia in
Southeast Asia by the lowland state.130 In Morocco, this image was instrumentalized by the colonial
administration to legitimate the dispossession of natives,131 and was used subsequently by the postcolonial state to disenfranchise traditional practices and incite market integration.132 Genealogically
though the term siba in Arabic refers to the “free run” of water.133 As it happens, the latter definition
is more consistent with the precolonial social organization in the mountains.
Academic Refugees
Mountains did occasionally serve as a sanctuary for fallen dynasties, rogue scholars, and other
marginalized minorities. The geography of ethnonyms in the Rif, for example, includes the Ketama,
a once powerful ethnic group in Constantine under the Fatimid empire; the Meknasa who ruled
from Fès in the 10th century; and even pre-Islamic tribes such as the Awraba and the Jerawa, who
fought against early Muslim expansion in the northern plains.134 Many of such political refugees
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established influential schools of thought in the mountains — such as the Idrissids, founders of Fez,
who settled after their fall in the western Rif and initiated a still active brotherhood around the
figure of Abslam ben Mchich. These religious-academic institutions proliferated in the
mountains,135 benefiting from the outstanding diversity of cultural inputs. Periodically new cultural
inputs have been prompted by the persecution of minorities within nearby states. A notable example
is that of Iberian Jews: they fled to Morocco under the Reconquista, and under the hardline stance
of the Almohads many took refuge in the mountains to preserve their religious identity.136 They
integrated local communities, notably speaking Tamazight in the Atlas; and similarly to Muslim
Andalusian refugees, they contributed significantly to local cultural identities.137
The school-mosques taught theology, law, grammar, history, geography, medicine, and
agriculture;138 with a defining influence on mountain communities. Jacques-Jawhar Vignet-Zunz, a
Moroccan ethnologist, explains how in the western Rif ordinary people became as a consequence of
this influence “literate peasants,” and similarly in the Anti-Atlas. They appear to have a better
understanding and practice of “horticulture, care to the cattle, the use of plants for food and
medicine, etc.”139 Practical know-how on how landscapes were transformed and maintained was
directly taught to common people and not exclusively to students, as Coon notes: “The fkih, while
delivering sermons at the mosque on Fridays, reveals the agricultural program for the following
week and tells the farmers just what activities the season merits.”140 In some mountain regions, the
community designates an expert in agriculture and/or in husbandry, the sheikh l-fellaha and sheikh
l-kassaba, who uses oral traditional knowledge with references to agricultural treaties, such as that
of al-Moqni, to advise people on their land use practices and arbitrate disputes on degradation.141
In Morocco, but also through North Africa as a whole. The mountains of Kabylia and the Awras are good examples
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The liberal mountain environments fostered biocultural diversity, allowing for a variety of empirical
knowledge systems to arise; with unique ways to fashion and use landscapes, such as the Agdal in
the Atlas.142 The customary curriculum for students of knowledge in the mountains was to go
through several different schools;143 thus becoming factors of cross-fertilization who went on
disseminating ‘mountain science’ throughout the Maghreb.144
Anarchy as a Political Ideal
Comprehensive political structures have governed the mountains in precolonial times, but what
is special about them is that they had been negotiated from the bottom-up. The few top-down
structures that attempted to subjugate the mountains, whether from without or from within, have all
been short-lived. The reign of Ismail ben Shrif who notoriously tried to subdue the mountains to his
central control, was one of uninterrupted warfare with mountain tribes. The unrest never stopped
until the death of the sultan, with his heir forsaking his aspirations. Similarly, local examples of a
centralized rule seldom survived succession.145 The land of anarchy was hence as such not for the
lack of social organization, but as a consequence of a culturally entrenched political ideal that locals
were prepared to defend with their blood.
In Les Berbères et le Makhzen, French anthropologist Robert Montagne provides a valuable
account of the political structure in the Anti-Atlas and southern High-Atlas in the 1920s, while the
colonial pacification campaigns were still in progress. The basic unit of social organization he
describes is the jma’a, a community constituted of several hamlets that tend to have some bond of
kinship. At the council of this assembly sits a representative of every household, and decisions are
made in consort by the elders of every family.146 The assembly ensures “the protection of crops, by
fixing the successive periods of use for the Argan forest, for the grazing or harvesting of berries; it
also sets the time when we can start plowing or harvesting nuts, and intervenes to regulate the use
and distribution of irrigation canals [séguias].”147 Hence there was a careful management of
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common natural resources by the local community, with every individual household having the
opportunity to share their concerns. The next level of authority has virtually none over local land
use patterns, and is fashioned by the alliance of several jma’at. Montagne refers to this unit, the
taqbilt, as a proper “République,”148 with a defined territory, particular institutions,149 and a flag.150
The canton’s representative [mqaddem], a young man designated by the council of family elders,
oversees legal affairs: marriage and divorce, inheritance, justice for crimes and offenses151. The next
main level of unity is the leff, a military alliance of several cantons with authority to settle feuds and
other disputes — not through one powerful leader but with the arbitration of all canton leaders.
“Most often the leaders of the fractions foreign to the discord were able to agree and settle the case.
[…] When the private wars broke out in the villages […], we would see then in a wink fifty armed
pedestrians coming from the neighboring valleys descend the abrupt slopes, occupy the houses of
the troublemakers, et reestablish peace by force.”152
American anthropologist Carleton Coon describes similar forms of governance in the Rif during
the same period. “Riffian government is a highly complex system based on the principles of
superimposed representative councils.”153 His listing of defined fines for offenses shows that Riffian
societies had a quite elaborate judicial system, especially in regards to landscape degradation:
“cutting maize in adjoining terraces;” “breaking branches of fruit trees;” “trampling vegetable
gardens;” “starting the grape picking” before due time; “stray goats and cattle in the cemetery;”
failing to “repair of irrigation ditches;” or “taking water illegally from irrigation ditches.”154
Mouliéras, in a more casual way, narrates many anecdotes about small offenses and consequent
retributions experienced by his local guide throughout the western Rif. Hence mountains had a nonstate based government, able to maintain order and manage resources without any kind of
centralized power.
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2.4 Primitive Landscapes
• Myth 4: Mountains were (and still are) wild, pristine environments where people lived in
primitive structures.
The First Climb
A significant number of palynological studies were conducted in the mountains of
Morocco, but the early interpretation of Maurice Reille in 1977 is still the most widely accepted.
His work suggests that agropastoral mountain settlements appeared relatively late, circa 1000 CE
(at least in the Rif). This interpretation, again, invokes the myth of the ‘Hilalian invasion.’155 The
data presents a sharp decrease of cedars pollen and a parallel increase in shrub pollen in the
samples, most soundly explained by significant anthropogenic deforestation. However, other
comparable episodes of deforestation took place in both the Rif and the Middle Atlas: (1) Between
the first and third century CE,156 at the apogee of Roman domination in Mauretania; and (2) in the
17th century,157 when the Moroccan kingdom was being reunified by the Alawids after a century of
division. These two events suggest a correlation between major episodes of deforestation and the
emergence of a stable regional market for mountain resources. This alternative explanation is
consistent with the strategic role of mountain resources for the lowland state when it is stable,
discussed in section 1. A similar explanation can be advanced for the deforestation episode of the
11th century, as the Almoravid Dynasty expanded the kingdom north to Andalusia, east to Algiers
and south to the borders of Ghana. In addition to creating an extensive market at the crossroads of
Iberia, subsaharan Africa and the Middle-East, the Almoravids, who identified as Imazighen and did
not claim Arab ancestry, possibly promoted trade with the Berberophone mountains. Reille’s
argument that the Imazighen were pushed out from the plains by Arabs at that period, as Taiqui and
Cantarino point out,158 does not align with any massive influx of population from the east. The first
movement took place in the 7th century, and the ‘Hilalian invasion’ did not get to the Maghreb until
the 13th century. John McNeill adds that al-Bakrī seems to confirm Reille’s explication in
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describing dense mountain settlement in the Rif in the 11th century.159 But al-Bakrī never visited the
Rif, and most of his (borrowed) descriptions actually date from the 10th century.160 As McNeill
himself points out, the cultural landscapes described by al-Bakrī’s are already quite advanced, close
to the descriptions of al-Wazzani (Leo Africanus) in the 15th century, which suggests that they were
already mature in the 10th century and thus probably older still. Indeed al-Bakrī describes large
mountain villages;161 the kind of which would take several generations to develop following the
vernacular process of settlement (discussed at the end of this section).
Palynological evidence in the Middle-Atlas points to agro-pastoral exploitation, and thus
local settlements, as early as 200 CE,162 while some use of mountain resources in both the MiddleAtlas and the Rif can be traced back to 1000 BCE. This is consistent with the fact that coastal and
near-coastal areas of the Rif, which orography is mountainous down to the Mediterranean, have
been known to be settled as early as the 6th millennia BCE,163 with factual archaeological evidence
of agro-pastoral activities at the site of Kahf Taht el-Ghar, near modern Tétouan, dating at least
from the same period.164 Oral traditions of origin among the Senhaja and Ghomara in the western
Rif, if they are any indication, trace their settlement back to pre-Islamic times, some of the tribes
claiming (or rather confessing) Christian ancestry. Both groups assert that they originally came from
Seguia el-Hamra,165 in the western Sahara, as is generally confirmed by their ethnonyms.166 Their
oral histories mention yet another Imazighen group living in the mountains before them.167
Human Ecology
People in the mountains of Morocco did not plainly adapt to pristine landscapes. They
have actively participated in their fabrication. They have been arranging the environment to
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accommodate their needs. By consistently exploiting forests (e.g. for wood, edible wild plants,
grazing), they sustained a lower density of trees which allowed for particular kinds of flora and
fauna to thrive.168 Predators such as the charismatic Barbary lion were dependent on prey that fed
on forest clearings.169 Interestingly, and in accordance with Kropotkin’s early observations, mutual
aid was a much more important factor of evolution for mountain people than competition: they
needed the consort of numerous hands to reshape space.170 By building terraces, fertilizing soils,
and diverting waterways, they transformed the topography, plant cover, and drainage, with drastic
implications in terms of erosion patterns, water supply downstream, and local ecological processes.
These long-term alterations are difficult to assess in terms of ‘good’ or ‘bad,’ but we ought to
acknowledge that they have shaped what we envision as nature today. The biota that we think of as
‘wild’ is also fundamentally associated with human activity. They have evolved alongside human
disturbances such as fire and grazing, and now only thrive in these conditions. Many trees and
shrubs will only release their seeds after a fire episode, while others grow more vigorously after
grazing. The olive tree and the carob tree, both of which seem to be part of the spontaneous
vegetation of the mountains, are actually polymorphic species, and thus most probably ‘escaped’
from early cultivation (Chevalier, 1948; Mikesell, 1961, p. 23). For contemporary Moroccans a
most surprising revelation is that of Opuntia ficus-indica, the Barbary fig, not being endemic.
Probably introduced circa the 16th century, it was widely adopted for fencing and became an
integral part of Moroccan food traditions. The Barbary fig also has an important role in erosion
control.171
Vernacular Patterns of Settlement172
Vernacular cultural landscapes are commonly pictured as primitive — makeshift shelters
randomly erected within a mismanaged wilderness where ‘anything goes.’ This was definitely the
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Figure 2: A settlement and the wider landscape in the High Atlas (Terrasse 1938, p.40)
posture taken by the colonial narrative to legitimize dispossession in rural Morocco, as Diana Davis
has shown.173 About mountain architecture in particular, French historian Henri Terrasse writes that
“the rough technique that prevails almost everywhere today [1938] is maybe but a decayed
technique.”174 He maintained that it was not actually indigenous, but a lesser version of the product
of higher civilizations.175 This prejudice is still perpetuated today. When a student asked why they
were not studying rural architecture in a class of History of Architecture at the École Nationale
d’Architecture in Rabat, Professor Larbi Bouayad answered that rural architecture was not part of
civilization.176
People who have worked to ‘save’ mountain architecture typically have used the French
beaux-arts approach to studying cultural landscapes, which takes the building as the basic unit of
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Figures 3; 4: Technique and ornamentation, the foci of the beaux-arts school (Terrasse 1938, p.153; p.180)

analysis. This approach enabled to highlight two main features of mountain architecture:177 (1) the
ingenuity and sustainability of constructive techniques and (2) the originality of ornamentation.
Terrasse was incidentally a notorious advocate for traditional buildings in the Atlas. He does offer
several photographs where mountain settlements can be seen within their larger environment
(Figure 2), but the comments and analyses mostly discuss esthetic architectural influences. Many
pictures also focus on independent buildings, such as houses of notables.178 The frame of certain
photographs is even more focused, and exclusively highlights technical or ornamental details
(Figures 3; 4). Overall, his book classifies mountain architecture based on building materials:
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stone179 or clay;180 though he acknowledges himself that “this general distribution admits many
irregularities and variants.”181 Both Terrasse and Abderrahmane Chorfi182 fail to make sense of this
classification in terms of geographical distribution, casually imputing the incoherence to “history.”
In A Theory of Architecture, Nikos Salingaros (a mathematician) argues that pre-modern
architecture is a comprehensive approach to transforming the landscape, the pattern of which can
only be comprehended by studying its successive interrelated levels, from the brick to the house to
the block to the settlement to the wider landscape.183 This ‘mode of production’ of space was barely
eluded to by the architects who studied mountain architecture since independence,184 while they
mostly focused on what Salingaros calls “form language,” meaning the basic appearance of
buildings. Geographers, though, were able to grasp the logic of it early on. In 1921, Jules Blache
analyses an aerial photograph near Tadla as follows:
“[the photograph] shows us a rocky plateau, in large part sterile, whose border of houses
defines a line of springs from whence water is distributed to the gardens and orchards […]
and to the fields […]. Lines of bushes crown the channel banks in the areas given over to
the orchards wherein olives, peaches, plums, and oranges flourish. In their shade are the
gardens. Fields cover all the lower part of [the photograph] being separated from the zone
of orchards by a great transverse channel. Irrigation of the fields here shown is
accomplished from two main distributing channels divided into branches which in turn
divide into shallow ditches, almost parallel and only 2 or 3 meters apart. To ensure an
equal distribution of water these are traced afresh after the fields have been tilled.”185
Here the spatial science involved in the construction of this landscape is highlighted: the
location for houses in commanded by the source of water, their shape constrained by the
distribution channels; they are located in a sterile part of the landscape, so as to preserve arable
land. In figure 2, we can clearly see that the landscape is constructed at a large scale. The environs
of the settlement are visibly transformed within a comprehensive logic. This type of analyses
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enabled Blache to recognize a correlation between patterns of settlement and what he called “modes
of life” in the Moroccan countryside, hence making sense of the mode of production of space.
Similarly, Marvin Mikesell showed that in the Rif the two main patterns of settlement coincide
chorologically with two distinct climatic patterns, and different building techniques could be used
on both sides, depending on the availability of raw materials. For example, houses in the high
plateaus of the Senhaja occasionally extended vertically, because abundant forests allowed it. But
their settlements remains typical of Mikesell’s westward pattern as hamlets are clustered, in contrast
with the more dispersed pattern observed eastward.186 In 1935, Walter Fogg had offered a more
sophisticated analysis of mountain landscapes in the High Atlas, where he defines three distinct
settlement patterns in relation to specific environmental conditions:
“The first type is the village of the foothill zone, where a number of rivers debouch, where
there are many springs, and where the mountains are bordered by thick alluvial deposits.
[…] its villages are numerous and often large. Usually, the dwellings of several [hamlets]
are closely agglomerated about a defensible site on the mountain-side. But very frequently
the irrigated and cultivated lands along with the pasture-lands extend into the plain
below…”
“The second type is the village of the mountain valleys. Here, because the protection
afforded by rugged and isolating physical conditions makes it less needful to consider
defence, and because the conditions of subsistence are much poorer, the agglomerations
are much smaller, and often are merely the dwellings of a single [hamlet], around a
common storehouse. Patches of soil, carefully terraced and irrigated by canals which
bring water from upstream, are laboriously tended, to produce small quantities of barley,
rye, turnips, and walnuts ; in addition, every householder pastures a few sheep and goats
on neighbouring slopes, and has the right to collect firewood.”
“Still higher up, and usually at altitudes above 6000 ft., at good springs near the heads of
the valleys, there are much larger agglomerations. They are composed of the dwellings of
a number of [hamlets], whose inhabitants exploit the alpine pasture lands. These are
winter villages only, however, and are completely empty when the snows have freed the
higher altitudes, for in the alpine pastures each [extended family] has a small cluster of
poor dwellings. Around these summer dwellings, each [extended family] cultivates rye
and turnips, whilst pasturing its livestock.”187
Fogg’s analysis aligns with Mikesell’s in suggesting that there is a thoughtful design
process behind these landscapes. The narrower scope shows that even locally, a process of niche
adaptation had to occur in order to generate highly differentiated landscapes at walking distance
from each other. It also discredits the view that architectural traditions are primarily the result of
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cultural influence since distinct patterns of settlement co-exist in the same ‘culture area.’ Rather,
vernacular mountain architecture appears to rely strongly on local ecological knowledge, that would
have evolved through trial-and-error and co-evolution throughout the (long) history of human
settlement in the mountains of Morocco.
Conclusion
This chapter argued that mountains have generally been a more favorable environment to
settle than the plains, where wars, diseases, and droughts frequently desiccated populations. There
developed a vibrant culture, capitalizing on local resources and taking advantage of cultural
exchange at the level of Western Africa and the Western Mediterranean basin. The socio-ecological
that co-evolved in the mountains were governed by sophisticated institutions from the local to the
regional level. In particular, the vernacular pattern of settlement appears to have been strategically
designed to insure self-sufficiency in staple resources (i.e. food, fuel, building materials) for
individual settlements. Mountain space was produced through processes contrasting with modern
planning, but genuinely efficient in nurturing a sustainable human-environment interaction for
centuries—if not millennia. This mountain culture had a significant influence on urban culture,
through institutions such as the school-mosques network, and through consistent patterns of
migration that continue today. These results contradict both the colonial and postcolonial historical
narratives for Morocco, which depict the mountains as a primitive wilderness devoid of proper
institutions for environmental governance and spatial planning. Studying contemporary mountain
space without these assumptions should generate new understandings of the processes involved in
the production of space; and hopefully inform better spatial governance practices in the future.
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CHAPTER 3
CASE STUDY OF AIN MEDIOUNA

3.1 Introduction
The following chapter is a case study of the settlement of Ain Mediouna, in the western
Rif or the Jbala culture area. After a brief introduction to the historical context, it offers a
morphogenetic analysis of the settlement based on satellite imagery in order to answer the second
research question: How is space being reproduced today in the settlement of Ain Mediouna in the
Rif mountains? Specifically: (a) How was Ain Mediouna’s space organized before colonization? (b)
What has changed in the political context of space production in the mountains of Morocco? (c)
Based on satellite imagery, can we identify different modes of production of space in Ain
Mediouna? And what do they tell us about the underlying political struggles? (d) How does the case
of Ain Mediouna compare to other mountain settlements in different culture areas of Morocco?
The New Actors of the Production of Space in the Mountains
When in 1912 the Sultan Moulay Abdelhafid signed the Treaty of Protectorate with
France, a lengthy military campaign of pacification began that would last until 1934. The mountains
would remain last in submission to the colonial administration, and rose in several revolts
throughout the 20th century. Starting in 1917, forestlands were designated for conservation by the
authority,188 including not only productive forests but also pastures that were once managed by local
communities.189 In 1919, privatization of tribal lands and religious Habous lands was legalized,190
allowing colons to convert the best lands into modern agricultural zones191 and enabled less than
10,000 pseudo-feudal lords to appropriate 1.8 million hectares of arable lands (approximately a
quarter of all arable lands).192 These changes were followed during the period between 1920 and
1940 by an acceleration of land conversion from traditional sylvo-pastoral uses into cultivation that
was accompanied by a rapid sedentarization.193
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In 1956 Morocco became independent; and for the first time in history the makhzen
gained control over the mountains, as it assumed the political-military apparatus constructed under
French colonial rule. One strategy it used to maintain its dominion was to encourage the tradition of
labor migration from these regions by easing the issuance of passports.194 Through the 1960s the
Moroccan state signed recruitment agreements with Germany, France, Belgium and the
Netherlands; where postwar economic growth wad generated shortage in unskilled labor.195
Between 1965 and 1972, the number of Moroccans living in Europe went from 30,000 to 300,000.
Notwithstanding that northwest European countries closed their borders to new labor migrants in
the 1970s,196 emigration from the mountains of Morocco continued to rise mainly due to family
formation; as second generation Moroccans in Europe tend to marry from their tribe, or at least their
region of origin.197 In the 1980s, emigration was opened new avenues to Spain and Italy as they
shifted themselves from labor sending to labor receiving countries.198
Today, there are 4.5 million Moroccans living abroad, which amounts to 13% of the total
Moroccan population. Their continued relationship to Morocco, and especially their region of
origin, is exemplified in remittances which amount to 7% percent of the GDP.199 These remittances
are substantially invested in construction,200 and starting in the 1970s they have been financing the
urbanization of rural-frontier settlements in the mountains.201 Typically, hometowns of early
emigrants have evolved into migration hubs; where now emigrants investments are attracting
internal labor migration.202 In the 1970s and 1980s, the growth rate of small towns (5,000 to 50,000
inhabitants) has been higher than that of large cities,203 contrary to what the widely used language
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of “rural exodus” in the literature suggests.204 If financed by remittances, this micro-urbanization is
also supposed to have been significantly promoted by state policies, e.g. decentralization policies205
and the expansion of road and electric networks.206 The study of Ain Mediouna’s spatial
morphology offers some more empirically-based inferences on the local spatial factors of spatial
change in the mountains.
Precolonial Ain Mediouna
At the turn of the 19th century, years before the protectorate, Auguste Mouliéras writes
that “Ain Mediouna resembles a small city,” 207 yet it has no more than “500 fires.”208 In 1958, in
The Role of Tribal Markets in Morocco, Marvin Mikesell explains why urbanization did not happen
around mountain settlements over time: the market, an ephemeral event and held only once a week,
and deliberately located at a distance from hamlets, has served as a check against ‘sprawl.’ The one
near Ain Mediouna “attracts, every Wednesday, a multitude of buyers and sellers. Wheat, oil,
clothes, wool, arms, carpets, animals, meat, eggs, chickens, fish fresh and cooked, beignets,
everything is found there, and cheap.” On our first visit in December 2015, we indeed witnessed the
selling of fresh fish in the modern center of the settlement (Map 1: 8). In local speech, ein m’dyuna
translates into ‘the indebted source’(Map 1: 2), which distributed through “smart channels” to the
“suburbs” a “limpid, fishy water,” which had “the double privilege of being warm in the winter, ice
cold in the summer!”209 In the back and forth movements of colonial proxies and armies in the
mountains, Ain Mediouna happens to be on the demarcation line. In 1902, it becomes the stage of
the Sultan’s defeat against the pretender dubbed Bu-Hmara, backed by the French.210 With the
support of the tribes of Ghiata, Tsoul, Branes, Meknassa and Houara, Bu-Hmara declares himself
Sultan in Taza and holds sway over northeastern Morocco from Fez to Melilla. This certainly
prepared the ground for the French Army to establish an outpost against the “rebels in the Rif:”
around 1924, they officially start their march on the defiant mountains, and install an airdrome with
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five air squadrons on the commanding plateau of Ain Mediouna (Map 1: 9). The location is soon
recaptured (and its airport destroyed) by the Confederate Republic of Rif in 1925; but after the final
suppression of the Republic in 1926 Ain Mediouna retrieves its role as a colonial outpost in the
mountains; and then begins the colonial production of space.
Ain Mediouna Today
Ain Mediouna is located in the Province of Taounate, in the western part of the Rif
mountains. In her thesis, Salma Zerkaoui refers to it as the westward part of the Rif, because the
specificity of the landscape comes from its orientation that capture Atlantic moisture. As a result, it
features the highest precipitations in Morocco, and indeed in the whole Maghreb. Ain Mediouna
claims a dual ethnocultural identity: it is both part of the Jbala culture area that extends to the west,
and of the Senhadja group (specifically, Senhadja-Mosbah) which extends to the other side of the
biological and cultural divide that are the Ktama highlands. They have adopted the tongue of their
space rather than their ethnicity: they are deemed arabophone, but only in contrast with the
amazighophone to the east. In fact, they speak a mountainous variant (ej-jebliya) of the Moroccan
common tongue. The space of Ain Mediouna is typical of the Jbala culture area, in the sense that the
settlement is located on a mountain overlooking a substantial plain called luwta. Many households
are linked to the City of Fez, the closest node of the contemporary economic structure of Morocco.
Some families have changed they surname from Senhadji to an Arabic noun to avoid being
stigmatized for the political unrest of their eastern brethren. Ain Mediouna is famous for the several
successful Moroccans originating from there, notably the former Minister of Urbanism, Driss
Merroun.

3.2 Morphogenetic Analysis
The analysis is based on the identification of two main construction types: (1) vernacular,
using mainly local materials and traditional techniques; and (2) modern, using industrial materials
and concrete structure. The two types are identified by the appearance of the roof, as explained in
the methods section. Following is an examination of the correlations between building type and
other spatial features (i.e. topography; road network and facilities; land use).
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Building Types in Relation to Topography (Map 2)
Concentrations of vernacular buildings are located on slopes. Hamlets 1, 2 and 6 are on
the higher, steeper side of the mountain’s peek. Hamlets 7 and 8 are perched on intermediate hills
just as steep. Hamlet 3, which is relatively recent, has developed on a small hill dominating the
central plateau as an extension of hamlet 5. As the oldest hamlet, the location of 2 is of particular
significance: it seems to be posited at the interface between very steep terrain and the central
plateau. The concentration of modern buildings (9) is located east on the central plateau, and its
development appears to be obstructed by the steep terrain to the southeast. Most of the
concentration is on flat land, as shown by the low density of contour lines. Small aggregations of
modern are all found on similarly flat terrain: to the north, to the northwest, west on the centre of
the plateau, southwest on the plain, and on the road near hamlet 2; the only exception being the
aggregate just south of it on the road. Scattered modern buildings are found on 10-30% slopes near
hamlets, but never on the steeper terrain zone.
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Building Types in Relation to the Road Network and Facilities (Map 3)
Modern buildings appear to concentrate around the main road, especially near the colonial
outpost (10) which concentrates most of the state facilities. The outpost itself is not dense, with
free-form buildings that stand alone in large parcels, serviced by small roads following contour
lines and leading to bag-ends. But to the southeast and to the northeast along the provincial road,
buildings are densely aligned on the road, suggesting that the road was constructed first. To the west
of the outpost, where there are only secondary roads, sprawl is not as systematic nor dense,
underlining the importance of the provincial road as a stronger magnet for construction than state
facilities. However, the fact that the concentration on the road is nearest to the facilities, while other
sections of the road are but sparsely constructed, shows that they do constitute a gravitational core
for urbanization.
Vernacular hamlets have only two ‘facilities’: the mosque, called jama’ or “the gathering,”
located within the fabric; and the cemeteries nearby. Interestingly, the jama’ in all hamlets is located
in the border of the fabric, which one or more sides of the building open to the outside. The mosque
erected in the village (9) is in the midst of the fabric, but facing the main road and across from a
barren parcel used as a transportation station and a parking. The core of hamlets is not aligned on
the road; rather, the road seems to have been designed to service them as equitably as possible.
Some are cut in half by the main road, such as 2, 4 and 5, while the others are connected by a
secondary road. However, the road still acts as magnet around them, directing their expansion
towards it in a non-traditional way—meaning with modern buildings annexed to the vernacular
fabric (e.g. 1, 5). Novel vernacular constructions are also often aligned on the road, but not
necessarily the main road (e.g. south of 4).
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Building Types in Relation to Land Use (Map 4)
Agglomerations of vernacular buildings are typically located at the interface between
forest/maquis formations and orchards/gardens, which approximately aligns with the terrain zones
devised in Map 2. This appears to be related to the traditional mode of life, based on pastoralism
and forest resources on one hand and terraced agriculture on the other. Hamlets are located near
water sources, or near the upper section of waterways coming down from the mountain top. The
most important source, which is used to irrigate the orchards and vegetable gardens on all of the
central plateau (west of the road) is in Ain Mediouna proper (hamlet 2), adjoining the mosque. The
traditional sprawl of vernacular hamlets into new ones appears to follow the path of these
waterways, south of 2, 6 and 7. On the field we observed that some vernacular households use this
particular location to recycle used water into irrigation.
The village (9) was observed to be at an interface of terrain zones in Map 2, but in regards
to land use it is the middle of the orchard zone. Apparently there is no relation whatsoever between
its location and the traditional or potential land use. The fact that most modern construction is
happening in the orchard zone seems incidental; though the land use attribution is itself related to
the topography, which was observed in Map 2 to factor in the location of modern concentrations.
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Form Complexes (Map 5)
Beyond the construction materials, buildings in Ain Mediouna adhere to one of three
morphological types, featured within relatively coherent ‘form complexes’:
(1) A vernacular type (Plate 1), characterized by narrow blocks arranged around a squarish
courtyard. This pattern traditionally involved pitched roofs as a technological protection from rain
infiltrations, but now we can observe that some buildings using industrial materials and thus
featuring a flat roof have been erected in continuity with the vernacular houseplan. The
characteristic narrowness is also less systematic now: it was originally due to the structural
constraints of wood, which span is about 3 meters; but even if modern building techniques allow for
much more, the vernacular subdivision of land still constrains contemporary additions using
industrial materials. If we observed before that most constructions using industrial materials are
erected on flat lands, those that attach to a vernacular hamlet adhere to the vernacular paradigm:
they prefer steep terrain to preserve arable lands. The form complexes made up of this pattern of
settlement are highlighted in yellow, and are comprised of the historic hamlets and their
contemporary development. Notwithstanding urbanization forces, they have remained relatively
compact, and the space between them hasn’t been constructed. Rather, they have perpetuated these
interspaces as productive spaces.
(2) A colonial type, characterized by standalone buildings surrounded by large,
orthonormal plots. These constructions have used industrial materials exclusively, though the house
of a colonial officer had a tiled pitched roof. The characteristic planning paradigm is not currently
being perpetuated per se, but has influenced the the currently dominant production of space. It is
conspicuously located on a commanding sub-plateau, since it was planned as a colonial outpost to
fight off the rebels in the Rif.
(3) A postcolonial type (Plate 2), most distinctly characterized by flat roofs, height (up to
three-storey), and the dense alignment on roads. It can be said to include the colonial type, or to be
an evolution of it, since it shares key elements of its planning paradigm (e.g. manufactured
materials, the preeminence of vehicular roads, the location on flat terrain). The weekly market,
annexed to the built fabric, cannot play its traditional role of check against urbanization—which it
still plays for the vernacular form complexes it would seem. Public buildings constructed after
independence are, according to the architectural jargon, postmodern: they have an eccentric yet
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geometrical shape, they are erected as monuments in the midst of a (visually) open parcel, and they
are decorated. They differ from modern buildings only in appearance though: they are designed in a
mechanistic, two-dimensional representation of space. The typical building is the R-plus-deux
(R+2), a townhouse typology developed by French planners during the colonial time for
Moroccans moving into European cities. It can also be said to be postmodern, since locals have
tried to emulate the vernacular space in the only ‘organ’ that remains available for customization:
the facade (Plate 3). This form complex spreads near facilities and along the main road, regardless
of land use and with a preference for flat terrain.
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3.3 Results and Implications
Projection of the Vernacular Paradigm (Map 6)
Map 6 is an attempt to reconstruct a potential realization of the vernacular paradigm,
before the advent of the colonial and postcolonial ones. Chapter 2 has been useful in directing the
projection, but essentially it relies on the characteristic features of space produced according to the
vernacular paradigm, as observed through satellite imagery. Vernacular Ain Mediouna is composed
of several mature hamlets, or first-generation settlements, typically located at the interface of the
forest/maquis formation and the irrigated side of the mountain. Specifically, it needs be an
intersection between the mentioned interface and a source or waterway. Each mature hamlet has a
jama’: a multipurpose community building where people gather to pray, hang out, meditate, manage
shared resources, uphold justice, and discuss political actions in the sight of God. Nearby is another
sacred space, but this one is open: the cemetery. It is used as a public garden, and has a luxurious
vegetation that contrasts with the regular ecosystems of the mountain in Morocco. It often host the
mausoleum of a local saint: a simple square building, sometimes with a cupola. Importantly, every
mature hamlet has a sustenance belt around it, where households own private orchards and
vegetable gardens. When ancient hamlets get too populated to be sustained by the orchard belt
(according to Mikesell: when it reaches about 50 households, or 200 people), a secondary hamlet is
created far enough to command its own sustenance belt. Such is the example of hamlet 2 and 3,
which is a clear enough example. The eastern hamlets are more difficult to interpret, but the fact
that 7 and 8 have the same name with an addendum of ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ (l-kudya l’ulya wl-kudya
s-sefla), it is possible that 8 was established from 7. The pattern of 6 is even less legible, but the
trend of expansion seems to be generally downward. Circulation follows the topography, and
subsequently waterways, but also connects through the lowest effort places that interact often. Parts
of the current main road probably never existed, especially in its straight sections that challenge
topography. But some of the current vehicular roads appear to be compatible with the vernacular
paradigm, and were probably maintained. The most important place to connect is surely the weekly
market, that was on ‘the flat’, or luwta.
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Contradictions of Postcolonial Paradigm (Map 7)
Vernacular Ain Mediouna was highly sustainable in precolonial time, but it cannot serve
in itself as a model for the reproduction of space today because of the new reality of the
postcolonial form complex. State planning now projects new legal checks against urbanization and
environmental degradation. But the actual postcolonial production of space does not follow the
state’s representation of space, resulting in manifest spatial contradictions. Map 7 features what I
call ‘gravitational cores’: densely populated nuclei which dynamism induces construction to sprawl
into designated ‘agricultural reserves’ or ‘reafforestation zones.’ This urbanization pattern is the one
inferred from prior analyses: constructions develop from existing cores along the main road and
towards other gravitational cores, the most attractive of the latter being the ones that concentrate
facilities such as the market, shops, transport stations, coffeeshops, etc. Postcolonial buildings also
spread in the space that presents the least obstacles: the flat land, the land already owned by the
family, regardless of traditional/potential land use.
The area that the Plan d’Aménagement (development plan) of Ain Mediouna opens to
urbanization is the relatively flat land that surrounds the key intersection of regional routes where
the village is located. Manifestly, this undermines the vernacular paradigm by encouraging historic
hamlets to merge into one contiguous urban fabric without the benefit of the traditional sustenance
belts. In counterpart, it projects a wider sustenance belt, the Réserve Agricole, surrounding the
future comprehensive town. The main issue is that the pattern of production of space inherent to the
postcolonial form complex is stronger than the state’s representation of space. The area open to
urbanization is indeed an incentive to build, legally, but it is also an obstacle to the spontaneous
development of the settlement since it requires to purchase lands that have become expensive
specifically because they have been spotted by the plan. In the meantime, the urge to build along
roads on cheap or owned land has paradoxically directed the sprawl towards the zones deemed Non
Aedificandi. All in all, both the vernacular and postcolonial sustenance belts are being
compromised.
Another observation: the plan defines afforestation areas (green) on the vernacular
paradigms’ preferred terrain of settlement, steep slopes. Several elements could supposedly justify
this choice from the perspective of the authorities: (1) it would be very expensive to service in
roads, sewage and electricity; (2) it might be seen as presenting a risk of hazard; (3) it might be a
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general approach to fight erosion through vegetation. On the ground, important gravitational cores
that are still developing and expanding have either been included in the zone (e.g. hamlet 6) or
encircled by it (e.g. hamlet 1 and 5, but also the village itself, which has started to expend on the
eastern slope).
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Modes of Life in Space
The analysis of space identified two main ‘planning paradigms’ in the mountains:
vernacular and postcolonial.211 Each paradigm belongs to a recognizable ‘building culture,’
associated with particular resources, technologies, and representation of how space should be. This
‘culture’ of course doesn’t only build buildings, but transforms the environment in its entirety by
altering its geology, topography, hydrology, ecology. Henri Lefebvre referred to such ‘culture’ as
mode of production of space. The term obviously borrows from marxist vocabulary, and not without
reason: a mode of production of space is inherently associated with a mode of production in the
economic sense. Fundamentally, a mode of production of space is actually accompanying an
encompassing mode of life, or the way a group of people go about sustaining and reproducing
themselves, biologically and intellectually. The struggle between conflicting modes of life takes
place in space: the advent of a new space nurtures its associated mode of life and renders other
modes of life obsolete.
In Spaces of Capital, David Harvey explains how capitalism as a mode of production
proliferates by way of producing distinct spatial structures (1985, 242-9). Capitalism is really a
mode of life, essentialized to its associated mode of production because of the overriding role
capital accumulation plays in shaping it. Capitalism depends on accumulation not to grow as such,
but to survive: in the words of Marx, “the development of capitalist production makes it constantly
necessary to keep increasing the amount of capital laid out in a given industrial undertaking, and
competition makes the immanent laws of capitalist production to be felt by each individual
capitalist, as external coercive laws. It compels him to keep constantly extending his capital, in
order to preserve it, but extend it he cannot, except by means of progressive accumulation” (238).
Following Harvey’s analysis, this in part involves “[t]he penetration of capital into new spheres of
activity by organizing pre-existing forms of activity along capitalist lines (e.g., that transformation
of peasant subsistence agriculture into corporate farming)” (241).
Consistently, the postcolonial paradigm observed in the mountains of Morocco appears to
generate a space that promotes capitalism as a mode of life, while impeding the vernacular mode of
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life. Every distinctive pattern of the postcolonial production of space correlates with an essential
process of capitalism, while it inevitably disrupts the traditional economy:
(1) Agglomeration into large market towns of previously discrete hamlets effectively
concentrates demand, insuring bigger margins and more competitive prices on industrial goods.
At the same time, it devaluates local traditional products, making it impossible for locals to
sustain themselves through subsistence farming and barter as they did in the past. Growing
population numbers also disrupt the ability to manage local resources in a sustainable way.
(2) Concentration along vehicular roads corresponds to what Marx and Harvey call
“the annihilation of space by time.” This pattern promotes interregional dependencies and
disrupts normal regional structures. Mutual aid—which is a determinant factor in the
sustainability of mountain agropastoral settlements, and relies on traditional community units
such as the qbila and the leff discussed in chapter 2—is thus rendered obsolete.
(3) Construction on arable lands, as opposed to rugged terrain, is cheaper both in terms
of labor and resources. But the vernacular paradigm put in the additional efforts because there
was no other choice in the pre-capitalist economy. Now it has stalled the ability of mountain
settlements to maintain self-sufficiency in staple commodities.
(4) Densification of construction, vertically and by reducing or suppressing the
traditional courtyard and vegetable gardens, obviously raises the profitability of land; but more
importantly, and in consort with the patterns mentioned above, it generates labor surplus and
thus maintains a cheap cost for labor. Meanwhile, the newfound architectural typology does not
allow for the pastoral business necessary to the vernacular mode of life. Importantly also, it
prevents the ability of a household to grow by the addition of new buildings or levels, while the
traditional subsistence farming depends the several hands provided by polynuclear households.
(5) The new standard of construction, the example of which is set by public buildings
and promoted by urban migrants, corresponds to “the creation of new needs and wants.” It has
indeed created a very profitable industry for the brick and cement lobbies in Morocco as a
whole. In the mountains, it has put an end to the traditional self-sufficiency in construction
materials. The also shift substantially increases heating costs as industrial bricks are poorly
insulated, making it harder to use local timber resources sustainably.
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3.4 Summary and Conclusions
The case study Ain Mediouna is an informative illustration of spatial change in the
mountains of Morocco since colonization and through the postcolonial period. The present analysis
allowed for the identification of form complexes that follow one of two main spatial paradigms: (1)
a vernacular paradigm, compatible with the traditional agropastoral livelihoods; and (2) a colonialthan-postcolonial paradigm, promoting and promoted by a capitalist mode of life. Some important
conclusions arise from this case study:
1. The state has a notable influence on space production, through the implantation of
roads and facilities, the construction of postmodern public buildings, and the issuance of
planning documents.
2. Notwithstanding, the state does not have full control over the reproduction of space:
many spatial features appear to defy planning documents and regulations.
3. Vernacular institutions of space production have not been lost to modern state-based
institutions: the vernacular spatial paradigm is still actively involved in the reproduction of
space.
4. Both the postcolonial and the vernacular spatial paradigms have been hybridized by
each other (e.g. in materials, ground plans, pattern of arrangement); and now the two types of
space produced are not so readily distinguishable.
The revision of environmental myths about the mountains in Morocco (Chapter 2)
motivated a specific analysis of the vernacular paradigm in historical context (Map 6). The
projection of precolonial Ain Mediouna shows that the vernacular mode of production of space had
the potential to generate productive yet sustainable mountain settlements; taking advantage of local
geographical features (e.g. topography, terrain, resources). The features appear still to be relevant to
the contemporary mode of life in Ain Mediouna, since the vernacular paradigm was observed to be
perpetuated after a fashion in postcolonial production of space. As such, the vernacular paradigm
should be studied and integrated as an instructive precedent for planning purposes in Ain Mediouna,
and potentially beyond. However, and according to postcolonial change in space and modes of life
in the mountains, the vernacular paradigm as it existed historically should not be taken as valid
planning model today; but should be used to inform spatial policy together with other practical
considerations relating to locals’ contemporary spatial practice and aspirations.
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3.5 Comparisons
The following is a comparison of the results from the morphological analysis of space in
Ain Mediouna with some other settlements throughout the mountains of Morocco. The objective is
to show that the case of Ain Mediouna is not isolated, and that the pattern of spatial change
observed there is similar to that of at least some other mountain settlements, including in other
culture areas of Morocco. Except for the first example, the compared settlements were selected in a
non-systematic way, by exploring in Google Maps the three migration belts identified by de Haas
(Figure 1, p.3).
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Ain Barda, western Rif (Map 8)
The first selected settlement is located in the same culture area than Ain Mediouna, that of
Jbala, though it does not belong to the same tribe. We had the opportunity to spend some time in
this particular settlement, as explained in the positionality section, and I am taking advantage of this
happenstance here. The relevance of looking at another settlement in this area comes from their
difference in size, which appears to be linked to their location in regard to the national vehicular
road network.
Prior to the protectorate, Ain Barda is described as an important regional center. It is the
setting of an anecdote narrated by Mouliéras over a few pages in his “unknown Morocco” (p.48),
where his Riffian friend ends up enrolling in the local school-mosque. According to Mouliéras,
“[h]undreds of students, big and small, students of twenty-five years, with the whole beard, babes of
six or seven years, squatting on mats, tight against each other, blaring out verses of the Koran.” The
said mosque of Aounan, 400 years-old according to locals, is today closed to the public and tagged
“propitious to collapse.” As we were commissioned by the Governor of Taounate to draft a plan for
its restoration, we were allowed to survey the building (Plate 3). The numbers advanced by
Mouliéras are doubtless exaggerated, but he still conveys the picture: Ain Barda is a regional center
of education at the time. It wasn’t a big population center however: “Five clearly distinct hamlets,
located at three or four hundred meters from one another, having each between 100 and 200 fires,
make this large village [seem like] a little city.” Today, it has a population of about 5000, still
somewhat arranged into the five hamlets, which are however much less distinct. “Ain Barda seems
immense with its five towns, all standing against the Djorf el-Bahmout, bizarre rock, sort of vertical
wall of about thirty kilometers in length, where the ancients have dug innumerable caverns.” The
caverns, sometimes merely holes, but often actual chambers, open inside several of the homes and
blow out cool air in the summer. “A beautiful source, of clear and fresh water, feed the five
hamlets.” Even if many houses have now direct water pipes, locals still stock numerous jars of
water from the source in their courtyards. “Alone, married women and honest young girls can come
draw on it. Access is severely forbidden to men.” A culture of women-only gatherings is still actual
today, and our host regularly organizes afternoon tea parties with her neighbors of dshar er-rif
(hamlet 2).
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There is no proper postcolonial form complex in Ain Barda today, only a handful of
public buildings on the margin of the fabric. The road is not an important one: its steep, and
involves one car stoping on the side of it when two meet. It is not a bag end, but settlements
serviced to the northwest by this road are connected to better roads from the other side. The road
appears to cut the overall fabric in half, but in fact most of the buildings to the east (6) are relatively
recent, even though they mostly follow the vernacular pattern observed in Ain Mediouna. It is there
where are found most constructions utilizing industrial materials. We came to learn that this land,
traditionally (and still partly) used as orchards and vegetable gardens, has a particular land tenure
that seems to have promoted its development over other lands. This land tenure is called habous,
and means that these lands conferred to the exclusive and normally perpetual use of a group and
their descendants as is. Under the postcolonial administration, all habous lands throughout the
country are under the stewardship of the Makhzen (through the Ministry of Habous), and it has
taken many unorthodox liberties regarding its use ‘for public interest.’ The exact way in which this
land became propitious to development in Ain Barda is unknown to us, but it is an interesting
correlation to make. Otherwise, ‘sprawl’ follows the same pattern as in Ain Mediouna, extending
from existing hamlets towards and along the main road.
At a finer level, an interesting pattern is the erection of a modern R+2 type building as an
extension of vernacular households (see zoom on Map 8). The three storey squarish block is
annexed to the existing ground floor narrow blocks following the vernacular pattern, around the
typical courtyard. This constitutes another hybridation of the vernacular space, beyond the mere use
of industrial materials in constructing traditionally shaped homes.
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Waziwelt, High Atlas (Map 9)
This hamlet is conspicuously perched on a hilltop, surrounded by relatively flat
agricultural land. The main road, which is at walking distance (less than 1 km), is bordered with
small private ‘farms’ with a modern villa. It is difficult to relate this pattern to the presence of the
hamlet, since the road is a regional one, and the concentration happens at an intersection with a
secondary road that appears more important than the one servicing the vernacular hamlet. The trend
along that service road is more manifest: constructions of vernacular than progressively postcolonial
types sprawl along the road. Development is also extending northward on level terrain, while it
seems to be hindered by the steep slop to the east and southeast, notwithstanding the presence of a
secondary road to the southeast. To the southwest, development is prevented by ‘farm-villa’ type
fenced parcels.
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Taghoni, Anti Atlas (Map 10)
Here we find a settlement of the scale and structure of Ain Mediouna: several vernacular
hamlets (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) in relation to a substantial postcolonial form complex (1). In
contrast, here the postcolonial core is somewhat eccentric to the hamlets, while in AM the
settlement geography itself prompted convergence. More so, the hamlets here are separated from
the village by a riverbed (here dry), with only one direct bridge southeast of the village and a distant
one northeast of hamlet 2. The vernacular pattern is not that much different from the other culture
areas, except in that it doesn’t feature pitched roofs: there is no need for them here. They are the
same color as the ground and less reflective than the modern flat roofs which are tiled in various
manufactured colors.
The postcolonial form complex is along the main road, and the pattern of sprawl is
conspicuously stronger to the south, where the bridge is located, and around which a dense complex
of hybrid morphology has developed; than to the North, where there are lone buildings within large
parcels. Around hamlets, the orchards and vegetable gardens are riddled with R+2 types, with
concentrations along the road across from them (6 and 8) and at intersections (4). The farm-villa
type can be spotted here and there along roads, but only in peripheral areas of apparently barren
lands, which must have been traditionally used as pastures. They are conspicuously green, which
suggests the presence of individual wells.
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Taourirte Ifeghlal, Anti Atlas (Map 11)
This settlement is still in the Anti Atlas, but in a manifestly different ecological system. It
is also an individual hamlet, and remote from the regional road. Vernacular constructions are again
perched on the side of the mountain, at the interface between a high forest/maquis formation to the
east and what looks like agricultural terraces to the west and north, though not planted with trees
and with no vegetation cover at the time of the picture. The riverbed to the south is surrounded in
trees, some of which seem like fruit trees on delimited parcels. R+2 types align loosely along the
path leading to the part of the hamlet nearest the riverbed. Interestingly, there are a few buildings in
columns within the same delimited parcel. Since the pattern of parcels is akin to the drawing of
terraces, it can be inferred that these buildings were erected by households with shared ownership of
these parcels through inheritance.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

4.1 Limitations and Opportunities
The present thesis suffers from important limitations in relation to its design. First, field work
was not guided by the presented research questions. It was conducted prior to starting my M.S.
program at the University of Montana and was motivated by separate projects; and I was not able to
return to Morocco in the course of the two-year program due to administrative and financial
limitations of the Fulbright Study Grant. On the other hand, this situation has pushed me to
thoroughly explore the possibilities offered by satellite imagery in informing spatial/historical
processes, which could be seen as a valuable methodological contribution. Use of satellite imagery
is often limited to the assessment of physical features in space. In chapter 3, I used satellite imagery
(1) to infer the environmental paradigms used to produce space and (2) to reconstruct a historical
stage of space in Ain Mediouna, with the support of separate historical sources. Still, these uses
would have benefited from systematic interviews about the processes of production of space from
locals’ perspectives.
Second, there is limited ability to generalize based on a case study. The mountains of Morocco
are a hotspot of biocultural diversity, and Ain Mediouna is localized in one of several culture areas
in the region. Its topography, climate, language, social practice and livelihoods are different from
that of the eastern Rif, the Atlas, or the Anti-Atlas; and even from other settlements nearby. As a
result, at the level of “the mountains of Morocco” this study raises questions rather than answering
them. How has the vernacular environmental paradigm differed according to local topography,
climate, resources, language, beliefs, customs? How has the modern paradigm influenced different
vernacular paradigms? Were some vernacular paradigms more ‘resistant’ to change than others?
Why? What aspects of the vernacular paradigms are ‘allowed’ to change and are there some that are
not? I hope to be able to engage this broader scope of enquiry in my doctoral dissertation, for which
I believe this work was an essential first step. Building on the methods used in the present thesis,
my project is to use contemporary spatial features as historical sources informing the environmental
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history of the mountains. As I hope to have shown here, it is critically important to revisit the
accepted history of rural Morocco in order to be able to understand contemporary spatial processes.
Finally, the most important limitation is also what makes this study singular in terms of
disciplinary approach. As an architect, I have had virtually no theoretical training in social sciences
prior to starting this M.S. program in Geography at the University of Montana. This means that the
field work conducted in Morocco was not theoretically informed, and that this thesis was written as
I was discovering key concepts for the first time.

4.2 Future Research
The limitations of the present study suggest several possible orientations for future
research. (1) A study at the regional scale using GIS could be designed to test the generality of the
pattern of reproduction of space observed in Ain Mediouna. This would involve the design of an
algorithm able to distinguish vernacular and modern buildings and compare their location,
arrangement and concentration to the other relevant features of space (e.g., topography, waterways,
circulation, facilities). It would also necessitate the acquisition of satellite imagery of the whole
region, which would be very expensive. But the results of such study would be of great significance
for spatial planning at the national level in Morocco, and could also inform spatial policy in
neighbouring Algeria. (2) A more systematic study of the contemporary institutional tools of
production of space in rural Morocco, for example through the examination of building permits and
governance structures, would allow for a better understanding of the limits of state planning’s
influence on the actual reproduction of space in the mountains. Comparing such results with that of
this case study would show more clearly how and why state planning fails to fully implement its
representation of space in Ain Mediouna. (3) Now that the significant influence of locals in
producing space in Ain Mediouna was empirically demonstrated, it would be interesting to
investigate how they feel about their ability to shape their environment. Do they indeed feel that
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they are in control of their space? Are they aware of the ways in which they produce it? Do they feel
a continuity between vernacular and postcolonial production of space? How do they feel about state
planning? Do they feel that it has any influence at all on space production? If so, do they think that
this influence is positive or negative? How do opinions on these matters differ among different
groups of locals (e.g., those who have migrant family members, those who completely depend on
local resources, those who work for the state)? Having some of these questions answered by locals
would inform us on how empowered they feel, and how conscious they are of their space. (4)
Finally, it would be relevant to confront spatial policy makers, planners and officials involved in the
planning of the Commune of Ain Mediouna, the Province of Taounate, the region of Fes-Meknes,
and the Ministry of National Planning, Urban Planning, Housing and Urban Policy with the results
of this study and collect their reactions and assessments. Key informant interviews could be
organized to ask (a) whether they are aware of the inconsistencies of the planning documents
produced by their institutions and (b) of the fact that the vernacular paradigm is still influencing the
production of space in Ain Mediouna, and (c) how they would change their planning practices now
that they know more about how the reproduction of space in Ain Mediouna is actually happening.

4.3 Synthesis of Results
Reproduction of space in the mountains of Morocco is a misunderstood process. The
dominant environmental narratives that emerged under French colonization and are perpetuated to
this day tell a story of degrading wilderness. In fact, mountain space appears to be produced by a
purposeful environmental paradigm that sustainably achieved human security for centuries. In the
course of the twentieth century, the new actors of space production in the mountains have
introduced a new environmental paradigm, promoting and promoted by a capitalist mode of life. In
Ain Mediouna, the modern paradigm has not replaced the vernacular one, but both are still in
manifest competition in space. The perpetuation of the vernacular paradigm indicates that it is still
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relevant to the mode of life of locals, who have not abandoned precolonial spatial practices.
However the hybridisation of the vernacular and modern spaces also indicate that the vernacular
mode of life has evolved in significant ways, rendering the vernacular paradigm in its historical
form obsolete. Yet it should be used to inform spatial policy today, which would benefit from
building on the centuries of trial-and-error that generated the precolonial mode of space production
in the mountains. Today in Ain Mediouna, planning documents appear to be at odds with the
spontaneous production of space, in contradictions that could lead to unsustainable land use. Ain
Mediouna is not an isolated case in the mountains of Morocco: at least a few other settlements in
the Rif, the Atlas and the Anti-Atlas feature similar spatial processes that should motivate further
research.
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